2008 ford edge tail lights

Reina helped make these videos. This video demonstrates how to change a burnt out taillight
bulb on your Ford Edge. Some of the other bulbs in the tail light cluster such as the brake light
or turn signal may also function as the tail light in your Edge. It is possible for the turn signal or
brake light to work but the tailight part to be burnt out - replacing the bulb on your Edge will
restore functionality to both. Since the tailights are on whenever your parking lights or
headlights are on, they will burn out eventually. Burn out tail lights are a common reason for a
police officer to pull you over, so we recommend changing all of the tail lights on your Edge
whenever one is burnt out. When changing the tailight bulb on your Edge, be careful not to
touch the glass part of the new bulb as this will cause the tailight bulb to burn out quicker. Hans
Angermeier has produced over , videos showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. He has
broad expertise on basic repair procedures covering the majority of cars on the road. Power
steering fluid is easy to check and many people mechanics included often forget about - learn
how here. Don't send mixed signals - if your turn signal doesn't blink, or blinks rapidly, you
likely have a burnt out bulb. Car companies often use the same engines in different cars. They
also slightly alter the styling and sell the same car by two different names amongst other tricks
to help offset development costs. Our system selects the most applicable video for your car
based, in part, on these characteristics. The video displayed may not look exactly like your car,
but may be relevant enough for you to get a good idea how to do it. Getting Started - Prepare for
the repair. Share on. Full list of part and tools. Author Hans Angermeier has produced over ,
videos showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. Check power steering fluid level.
Replace an interior fuse. Check your brake fluid. Checking your brake fluid from time to time is
a great way to ensure safe stopping. Change a rear blinker. See all videos for the Ford Edge. We
have a massive and growing video library, but we don't have everything Skip to main content.
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Details. Update Your Location. That is, of course, except in the case of it's dangerous,
worrisome and unexplained issues with random engine stalling. Our data suggests an early
defect trend, as owners of the models have started posting their accounts of what happens
when you're driving down the road and the engine just stops. Some at high speed, some at low
speed but always a random shutdown of the engine , electrical and power steering. Time will tell
if this becomes a widespread issue, but there's no drying the seriousness of the problem. With
that in mind, we're flagging the Edge with our "Beware of the Clunker" rating until the situation
improves. So how do you find out what problems are occurring? Any duplicates or errors? It's
not us. Don't waste your time wasting ours! If you are interested in advertising a for-profit
service, contact us. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this
page Email this page. Add Complaint. I recently bought used Ford Edge. My tail light went out
and when I went to change the bulb, I discovered the bulb and the whole socket to be burnt and
melted. I took to google and found everyone complaining about the same issue!! I bought a
used Ford Edge, tail light bulb was burnt out soon after I bought it. Went to change the bulb and
discovered the socket was burnt up and melted. Checked the other side and had the same
issue! Dash board lights completely out. When car is in drive RPM not appearing also gauges
not working. Search CarComplaints. Ford Focus ignition Ford Explorer transmission engine
complaint electrical issue heater complaint transmission complaint paint defect Edge recall.
Right rear tail lamp is burnt and turn signal no longer works. I've noted many instances of this
occurring on line. There should be a safety recall as this has a fire potential. The door ajar light
stays on, not all of the time, and causing the battery to die. I Transport kids and travel so it is
very stressful not knowing if my car will be dead or noy when I get back to it. When replacing
my tail light I found that the socket for main brake light was burnt up. The light bulb was melted
to the socket. I replaced the light and the socket but the driver side is still not working. I
checked the passenger side and it was also burnt but not as badly. I replace the light in socket
on that side and now it works. Left rear tail light burned out check bulb come to find out the
socket is burned brown and the socket very crisp falling apart due to over heated socket this
should be replaced by Ford. This may cause a fire hazard, take your vehicle to the dealer and
have this checked before you have a fire!!! Driver's door ajar light comes on. Making a dining
sound continuously, turning interior car lights on, and won't allow doors to lock. But the door is
shut. This concerns me with the lights turning on at night, and what if I really do have a door
that isn't shut. This can happen as soon as you start the car, or later while driving down the
road. Tail light assembly melted completed and burnt leaving plastic melted inside the light
assembly. No warning, no fuses gone bad just the light completed melted the inside area where
the bulb goes and the light assembly burnt completely. My brakes make a hissing noise when I
press down.. I have to press all the way down to get it to stop. This is very dangerous. Also, my
car jumps sometimes when pressing on the gas transmission issue? Ta
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il light sockets melting causing the bulbs to blow and not work. Have had to change both sides
three times now. Also the takata airbag has still not been replaced. The dealership stated they
still do not have the parts to fix it. I am very concerned about both these things. Left turn signal
light socket keeps burning out bulbs. Last one melted some of the bulb. Socket is burned and
blacken. This has happened 3 tones in 6 months. Rear turn light sockets burn up with no
warning light to display that your rear lights no longer work. You do not know until the police
pulls you over to tell you which can result in fines. I had to pay to replace both rear light sockets
approx. I have had to constantly replace the bulb for the driver side light enclosure. The bulb
blows out shortly after replacing. Recently had to replace both of my tail light sockets, due to
burning out and melting. Wondering if this is a problem that Ford is aware of? Not what you are
looking for? Search for something else:.

